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At a restaurant
Vocabulary
alert - quick to notice and act.
grocery - having to do with food products and supplies for the home as they are grouped
together for sale.
steam - water in the form of a gas that you can see in the air when you boil or heat water.
whip- to beat eggs or cream.
whipped cream - cream that has been beaten until it is very thick.

Reading 1
Coffee
If you are like a lot of other North Americans, you like to start your day with a cup of coffee.
Coffee contains a substance called caffeine. In humans caffeine is a stimulant. It makes you
feel more awake and alert. Many people start their day with a cup of coffee because of the
stimulant effects. In fact, about 90% of North Americans drink coffee.
Coffee is the third most popular drink in the world. Only tea and water are more popular
than coffee. Coffee beans are actually the seeds of coffee cherries that grow on coffee
plants. The beans are green when they are picked. Most of the coffee that is sold in coffee
shops and grocery stores is brown. It is brown because the beans have been roasted at high
temperatures. The roasting gives the beans their different flavours. Some coffees are darker
and stronger tasting than other coffees. You can buy green coffee beans from some stores if
you want to roast your own beans.
In North America, a latte is coffee that has steamed milk added to it. A cafe mocha is coffee
with steamed milk and some chocolate added to it. Sometimes whipped cream is put on the
top of a cafe mocha. Coffees with different flavours added to them are very popular.

True or false?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Coffee beans are green before they are roasted.
Many North Americans have cofee in the morning.
Not very many North Americans drink coffee.
In North America, a latte has chocolate in it.
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Vocabulary
bergamot - a type of citrus fruit grown mostly in Italy
flavour - the particular taste of a food or drink
steep - to soak in liquid

Reading 2
Tea
Tea is easy to make. You just pour hot water over some dried tea leaves and let it steep for
a minute or two. Milk, sugar, honey and lemon are some things that people put in their
tea. On a hot day it is nice to have a drink of iced tea.
Tea is one of the oldest and most popular drinks in the world. There are different types of
tea such as green tea, white tea and black tea. They are all made from the leaves of the tea
plant. Tea plants grow in the warmer parts of the world.
Some people like to drink flavoured tea. Earl Grey is a popular black tea that has had
bergamot added to it. Jasmine tea is a green or white Chinese tea with jasmine flowers
added to it. Jasmine tea has been popular in China for more than a thousand years. Mint tea
is popular in northern Africa and in Arab countries. It is made with green tea, fresh mint
leaves and sugar.

Fill in the blanks:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mint tea is usually made from water, mint leaves and ..............
Tea leaves come from tea ..............
Bergamot is added to tea to make .............. tea.
Hot water is poured over .............. tea leaves to make tea.
Some people add milk, sugar or .............. to their tea.
One of the popular flavoured teas in China is .............. tea.
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Vocabulary
pepperoni - a pork and beef sausage, sliced thinly for pizza
be a hit - be popular
care for - have a preference or liking for something
acquired taste - a taste that takes time to get used to
beverage - drink
throw in - add
coupon - a certificate used to receive money off on purchases
make something out - understand or figure out

Listening 1
Nahrávka - 1
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Which topping is NOT mentioned as one available from this pizza shop?
a) bacon
b) mushrooms
c) Italian chicken
What pizza does the man finally order?
a) pepperoni and green peppers on one half and Italian sausage and black olives on
the other
b) pepperoni and Italian sausage on one half and green peppers and bacon on the
other
c) pepperoni and mushrooms on one half and green peppers and Italian sausage on
the other
What else does the man order with his pizza?
a) a salad and orange juice
b) bread sticks and a beverage
c) a drink and chicken sticks
What was the total of his order?
a) $15.19
b) $15.90
c) $15.99
What is the man's telephone number and address?
a) 3040 South 60 East at 340-1870
b) 1314 South 16 East at 340-1870
c) 1340 South 16 East at 340-1870
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Vocabulary
deluxe - of higher quality than similar products
to go - takeout
down something - eat quickly
grow on someone - develop a liking for someone or something over time
not agree with someone - become sick from something you eat
hearty eater - someone who enjoys eating a lot

Listening
Nahrávka - 2
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Why does the customer not buy the recommended sandwich at the beginning of
the conversation?
a) It is too expensive.
b) He is not interested in ordering a burger.
c) He fears the food will make him sick.
What does the combo meal NOT come with?
a) an order of fries
b) a dessert
c) a sandwich
How does the specialty drink get its name?
a) It contains a wide range of ingredients.
b) It is prepared in the kitchen sink.
c) It comes in a very large cup.
Why was the man surprised by the price of his meal?
a) He thought the drink should have been included.
b) He felt the meal was way overpriced.
c) He was charged for two sandwiches instead of one.
What does the customer decide to do at the end of the conversation?
a) He orders something from the restaurant menu.
b) He decides to look for another place to eat.
c) He plans to come in a week when the prices are lower.

FUN
Restaurant stereotypes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=36&v=tOHARIf3gpw
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Answers
Reading 1
1.T, 2.T, 3.F, 4.F
Reading 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

SUGAR
PLANTS
EARLY GREY
DRIED
HONEY OR LEMON
JASMINE

Listening 1
1. Italian chicken
2. pepperoni and mushrooms on one half and green peppers and Italian sausage on the
other
3. bread sticks and a beverage
4. $15.19
5. 1340 South 16 East at 340-1870
Listening 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

He fears the food will make him sick.
a dessert
It contains a wide range of ingredients.
He felt the meal was way overpriced.
He orders something from the restaurant menu.

Audioscript 1
Employee: Hello. Can I take your order?
Customer: Yes. I'd like a large pepperoni pizza with mushrooms and green peppers.
Employee: Would you like anything else?
Customer: Well, wait. Uh, can I make that a half-and-half pizza?
Employee: Sure. What would you like on each half?
Customer: Uh, what toppings do you have?
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Employee: Well, we have Italian sausage, ham, mushrooms, onions, pineapple, black olives,
green peppers, bacon, tomatoes, shrimp, clams, and squid.
Customer: Shrimp, clams, and squid!? What kind of pizza is that?
Employee: Uh, the manager spent some time overseas [Oh.], and thinks his new seafood
pizza will be a hit with customers, but to be honest, the "Swimmer's Special," as he calls it, is
an acquired taste.
Customer: Uh, I'll pass on the "Sink or Swim" special, but I'll have pepperoni and mushrooms
on one half and green peppers and Italian sausage on the other. Oh, and could I get extra
cheese on that pizza?
Employee: Alright. Would you care for any bread sticks or beverage with your order? [Well . .
. I don't know.] Actually, we have a Friday night special going on right now [Oh!], and if you
order any large pizza and drink, we'll throw in a free order of bread sticks, plus a three dollar
coupon for use with your next pizza order.
Customer: Huh, sure, why not. And what drink comes with the pizza?
Employee: Either apple or orange juice.
Customer: I'll take orange juice.
Employee: Okay. Your total comes to fifteen nineteen, which includes tax. [Okay.] And could
I have your name?
Customer: Uh, yeah, Jay Han.
Employee: Huh? Did you say "Jay Hand"?
Customer: No, it's "Han." Actually, it's a Korean name, but many people have difficulty
making it out. Hey, maybe I SHOULD change my name to "Hand."
Employee: Ah, names are important; don't change it. [Okay.] Oh, and your address and
telephone number?
Customer: It's 1340 South 16 East, and the phone number is 340-1870 (three-four-zeroeighteen, seventy).
Employee: Okay. Let me repeat your order. A large half-and-half pizza. [Okay.] One half with
pepperoni [Yeah.] and mushrooms and the other with Italian sausage and green peppers.
[Yeah.] Orange juice and your free order of bread sticks. Jan "Han," not "Hand," [Yeah, that's
right.] at 1340 South 16 East, 340-1817. Is that correct?
Customer: Everything except for the phone number. It's 1870, not 1817.
Employee: Alright. Thanks for your order. It should arrive at your doorstep in 30 minutes or
less, or you'll receive a free small pizza with your next order.
Customer: Great. Thanks.

Audioscript 2
Server: Hi. Welcome to Joe's Hamburger Restaurant. [Hi] Home of the one-pound super
deluxe hot and spicy cheeseburger. Will this be for here or to go?
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Customer: Uh, to go.
Server: Okay. What would you like today? Would you like to try the one-pound super hot
and spicy cheeseburger?
Customer: Uh. I don't think so. I'd probably have heartburn for a week after downing that
monster.
Server: Well. It's our house special this week, and it comes with fries, and a large specialty
drink called "Everything-but-the-kitchen-sink."
Customer: A what? "Everything-but-the-kitchen-sink"? What in the world is that?
Server: Well, it's a little mix of everything in a large cup: Pepsi, Sprite, Fanta Orange, and
lemonade with crushed ice and a scoop of ice cream.
Customer: Ah, that sounds disgusting.
Server: Hey, it'll grow on you.
Customer: Nay, I think I'll just order a hamburger with some mustard and lettuce and a glass
of water.
Server: Boring. Hey. Would you care for anything else like a side order of amazing cheesy
onion rings?
Customer: No thank you. Onion rings usually don't agree with me.
Server: Hmm. Okay. Your total comes to ten ninety ($10.90).
Customer: Ten ninety? For just a hamburger?! You've got to be kidding
Server: Well, the one-pound super deluxe hamburger is nine dollars.
Customer: Hey, I didn't order a one-pound burger. I just wanted a simple burger. That's all.
Server: Well, sir. Joe's Hamburger Restaurant only serves one-pound burgers. [Man!] The
one-pound super hot and spicy, the one-pound barbecue burger, the one-pound bacon
cheese burger, the one-pound . . .
Customer: No, no. Those are all huge.
Server: Well, sir. If you really want something smaller [Yeah], you should order from the kids'
menu: The half-pound super hot and spicy burger, the half-pound barbecue burger, the halfpound bacon cheese burger, the half-pound . . .
Customer: No. Those are still giant burgers.
Server: Well, in these parts, we are hearty eaters.
Customer: Okay, but you said my total was ten ninety, but the burger only comes to ten
bucks. What about the other ninety cents?
Server: Well, sir. We only serve natural spring water from yonder hills, and . . .
Customer: Okay, okay. I'll take the giant burger and a bottle of your spring water. The
sandwich should feed me for a week.
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